
 
 

BUSHO PRESENTATION ON FEMME PORTO PROLOGUE IN DECEMBER 2017 
 
Volcanoisland / Vulkánsziget / Anna Kata Lovrity / 9:00 / Animation / Hungary - A 
young,naive female tiger is chased by an old, white male tiger on a magical island. At the 
beginning of the story the tigress is not aware of her deep connection to the island and the 
nature. Finally she discovers her great, elementary force. 
 

Terka Nova / Stella Asmon / 10:00 / Experimental / Hungary - Weird haircut, weird 
clothes, weird name… and a medal. When Teréz finds out her furry friend is gone for 
long, she dedicates her life to only one quest: to catch the culprit, dead or alive. 

 
Bond / Kötelék / Judit Wunder / 9:00 / Animation / Hungary - A woman lives in complete 
solitude trying it hard to find love. She meets a shadow creature that looks like a cat… 
 

Her Dangerous Feet / A csatárnő bal lába életveszély / Fanni Szilágyi / 11:44 / Fiction / Hungary 
- Julcsi is nearly thirty. She has spent her cozy, gray weekdays with Zoli for years. Paralyzed by 
despair she is waiting for something to happen with her. One night she finds herself in the body 
of the famous football player, Lionel Messi. The next day a hidden masculin power appears in her. 

 
En Passant / Kata Oláh / 19:00 / Fiction / Hungary 
Sometimes the stake of the game goes beyond victory. 
 

Cosmic Jacuzzi / Anikó Takács / 09:00 / Animation / Hungary - The film tells the unusual 
tale of the incredible journey two truck drivers take from an abandoned road to outer space.  

 
Gift / Zsófia Zsemberi / 04:04 / Experimental 
The BMW stops in front of a castle. A man wearing a suit gets out of it in front of the stern 
building. An approximately four-year old little girl comes forward with cautious and shy steps... 
 

Első szerelem / Enyedi Ildikó / 20:05 / Fiction  
A girl meets a boy. The most normal thing to do when you are 16. 
A girl meets a boy she has never seen yet – alone, at night, in a dark parking lot. 
The most foolish thing to do when you are 16.  
 

The Letters / A levelek / Teréz Koncz / 20:21 / Fiction -Impatient adoptive parents send 
secret letters to the teenage orphan Zolika, before meeting him in person. His emerging 
courage and hope helps him stand up for himself against his bully Feri, and dream of a better 
future for him and his beloved Dori. While the parents prepare for his arrival outside, Zolika 
has to find the ultimate solution to make sure his beloved Dori gets free from the orphanage. 

 
Platform / Peron / Hanna Csata / 15:25 / Fiction 
Imola is a coach of a theatre camp where Mate is an actor candidate. They like each 
other and have sex, which act is not allowed between a teacher-student relation, 
although this rule is not set in stones. Imola feels regret. 

 
Beautiful Figure / Szép alak / Hajni Kis / 16:00 / Fiction (Student Oscar nomination 2016) 
A high-school cleaning lady falls in love with one of the students in the school. Her love is 
impossible from the beginning, but she still decides to show her feelings. 

busho vision 14 / THE BUDAPEST SHORT international film festival / 28. AUGUST- 2. SEPTEMBER 2018. / hungary 
 


